AIR TRANSPORTAION CIRCULAR: FSR-01/2023

Subject: PASSENGER FLIGHT OPERATION TO/FROM/IN BANGLADESH.

References:
A. 30.31.0000.112.42.001.21-1857, dated: 20-04-2022
B. 30.31.0000.112.42.001.21-2576, dated: 02-06-2022
C. 30.31.0000.112.42.001.22-4683, dated: 30-10-2022
D. শ্রী অধিপতির এর পত্র নং: শ্র। অধি।/রোপ।নির।/নাইইচি/কোভিড-১৯/২০২২-২৩, তারিখ: ২৪-০৫-২০২৩বি।

1. Flight Movement:

   With immediate effect until further notice, international passenger flights to/from Bangladesh shall continue as per CAAB approved time slots/schedule.

2. Entry/Exit of Passengers of All Types of International/Domestic Flights:

   2.1 Passengers arriving from outside Bangladesh need not to fill up online Health Declaration Form(HDF)(Ref: ‘C’) and need not to provide RT-PCR test report or/and Covid-19 Vaccination Card/Certificate.

   2.2 Passengers travelling from Bangladesh to other countries should take necessary actions as per the conditions set by the destination countries.

   2.3 Restrictions related to wearing masks, keeping social distance and other preventive measures related to Covid-19 spread is hereby made relaxed. However, travelers working in high risk places/zone (i.e. Hospital, Clinic etc.) and the travelers highly susceptible with low immunity have to wear mask as precaution.

   2.4 Hajj passengers must abide by the conditions set by the KSA and keep themselves away from camel to prevent spread of MARS virus.

3. Capacity Restriction:

   No capacity restriction on carrying passengers by any type of aircraft.

4. Effectivity:

   This circular will come into effect from the date & time mentioned in Paragraph-1 and supersedes CAAB’s circular under references ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’.
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CC (External) – not according to the seniority:
1. Director General (Health), Directorate General of Health Services, Mohakhali, Dhaka.
2. PS to Senior Secretary, Public Security Division, Ministry of Home Affairs, Dhaka.
3. PS to Senior Secretary, Security Services Division, Ministry of Home Affairs, Dhaka.
4. PS to Senior Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dhaka.
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